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Abstract: This study aims to evaluate the comparative advantages of each GSM firm toward one another via 
applying benchmarking methods. To do this, a survey questionnaire has been conducted on 514 GSM 
service users in Kurdistan Region of Iraq. Collected data has been analyzed proposing analytic hierarchy 
process and VIKOR method. Based on the evaluations of the GSM service users, better and worse 
performing firms have been identified based on each criterion. Finally, minimum utility regret providing 
firm has been determined. Finally, strategic suggestions have been given to the firms according to the 
analysis results. The benchmarking can be used by the different policy influencing and making agencies to 
develop future policies for the improvement. The industry can also use the benchmarking for its peer 
performance improvement. 
Keywords: Benchmarking, Service Quality, AHP, VIKOR, Strategic Management 
1. Introduction 
The information age has significantly increased the demand of development and use new management 
techniques in the 21st century enterprises due to the rapid development of information technology, the 
intensification of global competition day by day, and the necessity to provide the best conditions for 
changing customer demands and expectations. Indeed, businesses in a global world have to produce a 
better-quality product at a lower cost and faster than others to maintain and enhance their 
competitiveness. One of the management techniques that today's businesses use to fulfill this trilogy is 
the "benchmarking" concept or cross-business benchmarking. 
By benchmarking, businesses compete with other enterprises that are known for their excellence in the 
sectors they are operating in or from different sectors, bringing their best practices to business (Lee & 
Kim, 2014). After that, continuous improvement is ensured, processes are improved, productivity and 
quality are improved, performance is improved, employee motivation is increased, and ultimately, 
excellent customer service can be created as a starting point for superiority in today's global competitive 
conditions (Min & Min, 2015). 
Strategic management for today's businesses is a process that is focused on final results such as 
sustaining long-term survival and sustainable competitive advantage, and benchmarking studies can be 
used as a tool to increase the efficiency of this process and to compare and compile the necessary 
information. In addition, with benchmarking activities, enterprises are on the way to become 
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organizations that learn by getting new ideas from the external environment elements such as 
competitors, customers, sectors they are active in and they can abandon traditional strategy bases such as 
scale economies and specialization and increase the effectiveness of strategic management with new 
bases like benchmarking, learning organizations. 
Telecommunication service sector in Kurdistan Region is one of the emerging sectors that provide 
services to fulfill the expectations of the customers. The Kurdistan Region is an autonomous region in 
federal Iraq that was cut off from all basic postal and telephone services after the first Gulf War in 1991. 
The region became dependent on satellite-based information and communication systems and services. 
The expansion and diffusion of these services have been rapid and promoted by the Kurdistan Regional 
Government (Khayyat, 2010; Khayyat & Heshmati, 2012). From this point of view, benchmarking for 
the further strategic planning and management would be very useful for the telecommunication service 
sector firms in the region. 
There are various studies of analytic hierarchy process and VIKOR method evaluating e-government 
websites (Burmaoglu & Kazancioglu, 2012), airline services (Chen & Chen, 2010), customer satisfaction 
in the banks (Dincer & Hacioglu, 2013) …etc. On the other hand, there are only few researches on 
benchmark service quality in the telecommunication service sector. For example, Jost (2003) has 
proposed a benchmarking among GSM operators for evaluating their voice quality. Debnath & Shankar 
(2008) and Nigam et al., (2012) have used data envelopment analysis (DEA) to compare the relative 
efficiency of mobile service providers in India. In this study, we have proposed analytic hierarchy 
process with VIKOR method for benchmarking service quality of GSM operators based on the customer 
evaluations in Kurdistan Region of Iraq. Secondly, enterprises in the region are not very familiar with 
the scientific benchmarking and strategic management based on the data analysis. From this point of 
view, the study aims to lead future researches in this field in Kurdistan Region of Iraq. 
The study aims to understand the weak points of each firm comparing to each other by benchmarking 
methodology and suggest some advises to the sector for the further strategic planning and management. 
To do this, we have determined main service quality dimensions of telecommunication sector in 
Kurdistan Region of Iraq via evaluating the literature. Secondly, proposed descriptive statistic, analytic 
hierarchy process and VIKOR method for benchmarking. Finally, we have proposed some strategic 
suggestions based on the findings of the research. 
2. Literature Review 
2.1 Service Quality Determinants in Telecommunication Sector 
Some researchers (Wang, Lo, & Yang, 2004; Johnson & Sikirit, 2002; Lai, 2004)) have studied service 
quality in telecommunication service sector by proposing parameters of well-known SERVQUAL 
model, with some reasonable adjustments based on the focus group discussions and expert opinions. 
Izogo (2017) has used only service reliability and assurance parameters of SERVQUAL. Beside this, 
many researchers (Shafei & Tabaa, 2016; Kim et al., 2004; Selnes, 1993) have emphasized the impact of 
network quality as one of the parameters of service quality. Network connection provides better 
connection and communication to the GSM service user so that it is an important parameter of the 
service quality. Secondly, pricing structure is an important point for the service quality which is 
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estimated to significantly impact switching decision (Bolton, 1998). It is known that providing better 
service with the lower price will provide competitive advantage on cost to a firm. Third parameter of 
service quality is considered as promotions. Promotions would influence the satisfaction and the loyalty 
of the customers (Lee et al., 2001). Finally, conflict handling can be considered a parameter that impact 
the perceptions of service quality (Nwakanma, 2018). It encompasses to evaluate the processes of 
complaint from customers and solve them precisely and on time (Negi & Ketena, 2013). 
There is no specific agreement on the concept of service quality in telecommunication service sector 
(Carman, 1990). For example, many authors have investigated the service quality in different sectors 
variously. Taking telecommunication service sector into account, it has been found that many authors 
have suggested network quality (Aydin & Ozer, 2005; Gerpott et al., 2001; Wang, Lo, & Yang, 2004), 
pricing structure (Gerpott et al., 2001; Kim, Park, & Jeong, 2004), conflict handling (Gerpott et al., 
2001; Kim, Park, & Jeong, 2004; Lee, Lee, & Freick, 2001), and promotions (Lee, Lee, & Freick, 2001) 
as service quality dimensions in telecommunication service sector so we have proposed those 
dimensions as essentials of service quality in this sector. From this point of view, we can estimate 
telecommunication service quality parameters as;  
1. Network Quality (Aydin & Ozer, 2005; Santouridis & Trivellas, 2010): coverage area and call 
quality. 
2. Pricing Structure (Shafei & Tabaa, 2016): reasonable prices for calls, internet services, value 
added services (GPRS, VAP…etc.), inter-operator calls, and inter-operator SMS services. 
3. Promotions (Kotler & Armstrong, 2013): Extra minutes that operator gives, special days 
discounts, overall promotions. 
4. Conflict Handling (Nwakanma, 2018): avoiding potential conflict or complaints, discuss 
solutions when problem arises, attempts to solve manifest conflicts before it faces problems. 
2.2 Benchmarking Service Quality 
According to Fischer (De Brujin et al., 2004) benchmarking is when the businesses want to improve the 
way they do business, analyze best practices and adapt it to their own activities. This definition includes 
four basic steps (De Brujin et al., 2004). First, performance measures are formulated, then the 
manufacturing process of the benchmarking entity is examined, then the findings are examined, and the 
differences are determined and finally the necessary changes are made in business activities based on the 
best practice. Mainly, there are performance, process, strategic, internal, competitive, functional, and 
generic benchmarking types (Butta & Huq, 1999); 
1. Performance benchmarking: It is the comparison of performance measures for the purpose of 
determining how good our company is when compared to others. 
2. Process benchmarking: Methods and processes are compared in an effort to improve the 
processes in our own company. 
3. Strategic benchmarking: The study is undertaken when an attempt is being made to change the 
strategic direction of the company and the comparison with one's competition in terms of 
strategy is made. 
4. Internal benchmarking: When comparisons are made between departments/divisions of the same 
company or organization 
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5. Competitive benchmarking: It is performed against ``best'' competition to compare performance 
and results 
6. Functional benchmarking: A benchmarking study to compare the technology/process in one's 
own industry or technological area. The purpose of this type of benchmarking to become the 
best in that technology/ process 
7. Generic benchmarking: Comparison of processes against best process operators regardless of 
industry 
When the current service quality benchmarking literature looked up, Lin (2005) has studied stochastic 
cost frontier models to illustrate how quality of Peruvian water services is. Author has concluded that it 
is necessary to incorporate the quality variables as additional output variables rather than as 
environmental variables. Lee & Kim (2014) have proposed a data envelopment analysis approach to 
measurement and benchmarking of service quality. They have used SERVQUAL model in auto repair 
services. Singh (2016) has used analytic hierarchy process for benchmarking service quality in airline 
industry. The researcher used competitive service quality gap analysis that helped to identify areas of 
service improvement and to identify strengths and weakness as compared to its competitors. Finally, he 
has suggested some advices to the top management for improving service quality in the sector. 
Hemmington, Kim & Wang (2018) have proposed importance-performance benchmark vectors (IPBV) 
as a benchmarking tool and investigate its applicability in the context of hotel service quality. Kannan 
(2010) has proposed analytic hierarchy process for evaluating the service quality in ocean container 
carrying services which contained seven dimensions; rate, customer service, operations, reputation, 
infrastructure, scheduling and information technology orientation and communication.  
In this study, we have proposed analytic hierarchy process and VIKOR (multi criteria decision making) 
method for benchmarking of service quality in telecommunication service sector. Analytic hierarchy 
process was used to calculate importance weights of each parameter. Further, VIKOR method was 
proposed to calculate the best performing alternative. Finally, strategic suggestions have been proposed 
for the further developments based on the weak points of the firms.  
2.3 Strategic Management 
Strategic management field has rapid development and fruitful results for half a century (Du & Chen, 
2018). However, when the history of the strategic management is evaluated, 1960s are seen to be initial 
stream of researches (Furrer et al., 2008).  
Strategic management might be defined as a management technique to catch up with the market change. 
It leads organization to take strategic decisions and organizational steps forward for the success (Ginter 
et al., 2002). Strategic management activities have three main elements (Johnson et al., 2008; Jasper & 
Crossan, 2008); “strategic analysis, which is concerned with understanding the strategic position of the 
organization; strategic choice, which is the understanding of the bases and underpinnings that guide 
strategic decisions; and strategy implementation concerned with translating strategy into action”. 
Strategic management requires to evaluate problems from various aspects. Managements should evaluate 
changes in the market and think to have competitive advantage over other competitors.  
The main activities in the strategic management process will be listed as follows (Prasnikar et al., 2005): 
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Planning: The activities to be carried out in future periods and their effects on the planning stage 
Implementation: The planned activities to achieve actual business results in the implementation phase 
Control: Comparison of actual results with planned activities and if there are deviations, they will be 
dealt with in the stage of correction. 
 
Strategic management focusses mainly on competitive advantage in the market (Porter, 1980; Moortel & 
Crispeels, 2018). To do this, strategic management requires an assessment of a firm’s internal and 
external environments and statistical analysis plays a very important role (Parnell, 2014) to understand 
the internal and external situation of a firm (Prollochs & Feuerriegel, 2018). From this point of view, in 
this study, we have benchmarked the service quality of the telecommunication service providing firms in 
Kurdistan Region of Iraq from the customers’ perspective and projected their external situation via 
making some statistical analysis. Further, we have given some advices based on the analyses results.  
 
2.4 AHP 
As we have mentioned in the previous section, statistical analysis plays an important role in strategic 
management and benchmarking. There are two important tools among others we have proposed in this 
study; analytic hierarchy process and VIKOR methods.  
Analytic hierarchy process is one of the measurement theories (Saaty, 2013) that has been found by 
Saaty in 1980 and is used to determine the relative measurement and comparison but not absolute 
(Ozmen, Demir, & Celepli, 2013). The method has been proposed in many fields such as selecting best 
alternative, resource selection, performance evaluation, optimization…etc. (Vidya & Kumar, 2006).  It is 
a multi-criteria decision analysis technique that is used to elaborate the relative priorities by comparing 
the alternatives in multilevel hierarchic structural bases (Gorener et al., 2012). 
Main steps of analytic hierarchy process can be sequenced as (Al-Kharbi, 2001); 
1. Define the problem and determine its goal. 
2. Structure the hierarchy from the top (the objectives from a decision-maker's viewpoint) through 
the intermediate levels (criteria on which subsequent levels depend) to the lowest level which 
usually contains the list of alternatives. 
3. Construct a set of pair-wise comparison matrices (size n x n) for each of the lower levels with 
one matrix for each element in the level immediately above by using the relative scale 
measurement shown in Table 1 below. The pair-wise comparisons are done in terms of which 
element dominates the other. 
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Table 1: Saaty's 1-9 scale of AHP (Saaty, 1980) 
Intensity of 
Importance 
Definition Explanation 
1 Equal importance Two activities contribute equally to the objective 
3 Moderate importance Experience and judgment slightly favor one over another 
5 Strong importance Experience and judgment strongly favor one over 
another 
7 Very strong 
importance 
Activity is strongly favored, and its dominance is 
demonstrated in practice 
9 Absolute importance Importance of one over another affirmed on the highest 
possible order 
2,4,6,8 Intermediate values Used to represent compromise between the priorities 
listed above 
Reciprocal 
of above 
non-zero 
numbers 
If activity i has one of the above non-zero numbers assigned to it when compared 
with activity j, then j has the reciprocal value when compared with i 
 
4. There are n (n-1) judgments required to develop the set of matrices in step 3. Reciprocals are 
automatically assigned in each pair-wise comparison.  
5. Hierarchical synthesis is now used to weight the eigenvectors by the weights of the criteria and 
the sum is taken over all weighted eigenvector entries corresponding to those in the next lower 
level of the hierarchy.  
6. Having made all the pair-wise comparisons, the consistency is determined by using the 
eigenvalue, λ max, to calculate the consistency index, CI as follows: CI= (λ max – n)/ (n – 1), 
where n is the matrix size. Judgment consistency can be checked by taking the consistency ratio 
(CR) of CI with the appropriate value in Table 2 below. The CR is acceptable, if it does not 
exceed 0.10. If it is more, the judgment matrix is inconsistent. To obtain a consistent matrix, 
judgments should be reviewed and improved. 
Table 2: Average Random Consistency (RI) (Saaty, 1980) 
Size of Matrix 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Random 
Consistency 0 0 0.58 0.9 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.49 
 
7. Steps 3-6 are performed for all levels in the hierarchy 
In this research, AHP was proposed to understand the adjusted weights in comparison matrix. Further, 
the results of the analysis would be used for the calculation of VIKOR. 
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2.5 VIKOR  
VIKOR method is one of the multi criteria decision-making analysis that determines the compromise 
ranking list of alternatives, compromise solutions for complex problems, and the weight stability 
intervals for choice stability of the compromise solution obtained with the initial given weights 
(Opricovic & Tzeng, 2004). The model gives best alternative as solution that is closest to the ideal 
(Opricovic, 1998). Steps for the VIKOR calculation are as follows (Opricovic & Tzeng, 2004; 
Sennaroglu & Celebi, 2018); 
1. Determine the best (fi
*
) and the worst (fi
-) values among all alternatives (j= 1,2,3,……m) and by 
each criterion (i= 1,2,3,……n). 
a. If it is a benefit criterion that is to be maximized: fi
*
= Maxj fij  
b. If it is a benefit criterion that is to be minimized:  fi
-
= Minj  fij 
2. Compute Sj (Eq. (1)) and Rj (Eq. (2)) for j= 1,2, 3…m. Sj and Rj respectively represent utility and 
regret measures for alternative.  
Sj ∑ *  (
  
      
  
     
 )+
 
   
         [1] 
Rj  ∑     *  (
  
      
  
     
 )+
 
   
        [2] 
Where wi is the weight of the criterion 
3. Compute Qj (Eq. (3)) for j = 1, 2, 3…, m  
a. where S*= min Sj , S
-
= max Sj , R
*
= min Rj , R
-
= max Rj , v is the weight for the decision 
making strategy of the maximum group utility and (1-v) is the weight of the individual 
regret; generally v is assumed equal 0.5 corresponding to by consensus. 
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                [3] 
4. Rank the alternatives by the values S, R and Q in ascending order by forming three ranking lists 
such that the lower the value the better the alternative. 
5. Propose the alternative a′ as a compromise solution which is ranked the best by the minimum 
value of Q if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
i. Condition 1. Acceptable advantage: Q(a″) − Q(a′) ⩾ DQ where a″ is the 
alternative which is ranked second by Q and DQ = 1/(m−1). 
ii. Condition 2. Acceptable stability in decision making: Alternative a′ must also 
be the best ranked by S or/and R. 
6. If one of the conditions in Step 5 is not satisfied, propose a set of compromise solutions which 
include: 
a. Alternatives a′ and a″ if only Condition 2 is not satisfied, or 
b. Alternatives a′, a″,…, a(n) if only Condition 1 is not satisfied; the closeness of the 
alternative a(n) ranked nth by Q is determined by Q(a(n) )−Q(a′) < DQ. 
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3. Methodology 
This study aims to benchmark service quality of the telecommunication service providing firms in 
Kurdistan Region of Iraq. For benchmarking, we first prepared a survey questionnaire which contained 
questions under network quality, promotions, pricing structures, conflict handling, trust, corporate 
image, satisfaction and loyalty. These dimensions were abstracted from previous studies in the field. The 
structured dimensions were discussed with regional general directors of GSM service providers. These 
meetings also involved human resource managers, marketing managers and strategic management 
managers. They have determined the importance of each dimension for the sector and evaluated the 
appropriateness of the questionnaire. The survey questionnaire was finalized after these discussions. We 
selected the Likert scale for our analysis where 1 means “strongly disagree” and 5 “strongly agree”. 
The survey questionnaire was administered in 2018 to 650 telecommunication services users in the 
region through face-to-face meetings.  The participants were selected randomly in shopping malls, cafés 
and bus stations; 136 of the participants’ answers had to be discarded due to incomplete and irrelevant 
answers. We used the remaining 514 participants’ answers for the statistical analysis. Table 3 gives the 
profile of the participants by gender, nationality and monthly income. 
 
Table 3: Profile of Participants 
Subsample  Proportion Nationality Proportion Income (USD) 
Proportio
n 
Male 43% Kurdish 84% <1,000 68% 
Female 55% Turkmen 10% 1,000-2,000 24% 
Missing 2% Arab 5% 2,000-3,000 6% 
  
 
Missing 1% >3,000 2% 
 
We have used IBM SPSS 23, Expert choice 11, and Microsoft office excel 2013 to analyze obtained 
data. Initially, we have calculated the relative weights of each dimension to one another. Analytic 
hierarchy process was employed in this section. Secondly, descriptive statistics have been abstracted 
from participants’ evaluation of network quality, promotion, pricing structure, and conflict handling 
dimensions. VIKOR method has been employed to calculate the best alternative. Finally, strategic 
suggestions have been given to the service providers in the field.  
3.1 Findings 
3.1.1 AHP 
While proposing multi criteria decision analysis, structuring decision criteria in a hierarchical form plays 
a very important role for successful decision analysis (Saaty, 1994).  Structuring criteria in hierarchical 
form provides an overall view of a complex relation between each one. There is no specified process for 
structuring each criterion hierarchically (Kannan, 2010). Thus, like many authors (Ozmen, Ahmet & 
Celepli, 2013; Wu & Tsai, 2011; Kannan, 2010), we have determined the hierarchy between each 
criteria and sub criteria via discussions with experts in GSM service providing firms.  
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Table 4: Pairwise comparison weights of criteria 
Criterion Conflict Handling Pricing Structure Network Quality Promotions 
Conflict Handling 1 3 5 7 
Pricing Structure 1/3 1 2 3 
Network Quality 1/5 1/2 1 3 
Promotions 1/7 1/3 1/3 1 
Note: Consistency Ratio: 0.07 
 
Table 4 above shows the pairwise comparison weights of criteria.  The entries in the diagonal 1s show 
that two same criterions are compared. In this case there can be no priority and they are in the same level 
of the hierarchy. Remaining numbers show priority or importance of a criterion to another. The 
comparison matrix has been completed after the discussions with experts in three telecommunication 
service companies. Further, the weights have been normalized by dividing hierarchy value of a criteria 
by column sum and total of the normalized weights in the concerning column add up to 1. All values of 
the normalized weights have been presented on the Table 5. 
Table 5: Relative priority and weights of criteria 
Criteria 
Conflict 
Handling 
Pricing 
Structure 
Network 
Quality Promotions Weight 
Conflict 
Handling 0.597 0.662 0.536 0.438 0.558 
Pricing Structure 0.199 0.221 0.321 0.313 0.264 
Network Quality 0.119 0.074 0.107 0.188 0.122 
Promotions 0.085 0.044 0.036 0.063 0.057 
Note: Consistency Ratio: 0.044 
 
Total of normalized weights of each criterion represent the relative priority regarding to other criteria in 
the hierarchy. According to the results, the most important criterion, conflict handling has weight of 55.8 
percent, which is followed by pricing structure with the value of 26.4 percent, network quality and 
promotions with the weights of 12.2 percent and 5.7 percent, respectively. In order to elaborate weight in 
detail, sub criteria of each criterion have been calculated. The calculation has been done with the same 
methodology as it was in Table 5.  
Table 6 mainly shows the relative priority within the concerning criterion. For example, there are two 
main criteria for network quality. Call quality and coverage area have been discussed with the experts 
and concluded that call quality is slightly more important than coverage area. As result, relative weight 
of call quality and coverage area is 0.667 and 0.333, respectively. In order to find the relative priority of 
call quality, normalized weight of global sub criteria have been multiplied by the overall global weight 
of the main criteria. As result, relative weight of call quality (NQ2) within the network quality has been 
obtained as 0.081. with the same methodology, coverage area (NQ1) was 0.041. So that summation of 
relative weights of both sub criterion will equal to the global weight of the main criterion which is 0.122. 
The relative weights of other sub criterions have been calculated with the same methodology.  
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Table 6: Normalized weights of sub criterions within the main criterion 
Criterion Sub Criterion 
Global  
Weights  
of Criterion 
Weight of 
Sub Criterion 
Relative  
Weights of   
Sub Criterion 
N
etw
o
rk
 
Q
u
ality
 
Coverage Area (NQ1) 0.122 0.333 0.041 
Call Quality (NQ2) 0.122 0.667 0.081 
P
ricin
g
  
S
tru
ctu
re 
GSM call prices (PS1) 0.264 0.427 0.113 
Internet services prices (PS2) 0.264 0.063 0.017 
Prices of value-added services (GPRS, 
WAP…etc.) (PS3) 
0.264 0.094 0.025 
Prices of inter-operator calls (PS4) 0.264 0.254 0.067 
Prices of inter-operator messaging 
services (PS5) 
0.264 0.162 0.043 
P
ro
m
o
tio
n
s 
Extra minutes (PR1) 0.057 0.540 0.031 
Special day discounts (PR2) 0.057 0.163 0.009 
Overall Promotions (PR3) 0.057 0.297 0.017 
C
o
n
flict 
H
an
d
lin
g
 
Avoiding potential conflict/complaint 
(CH1) 
0.558 0.648 0.362 
Discussing solutions when problems 
arise (CH2) 
0.558 0.122 0.068 
Attempts to solve manifest conflicts 
before it faces problems (CH3) 
0.558 0.230 0.128 
 
3.1.2 VIKOR 
In order to propose benchmarking among GSM operators in Kurdistan Region of Iraq, questionnaire 
results obtained from the GSM service users was considered. Participants have rated the service 
performance of their GSM operators at each criterion. Further, the averages of the participants for each 
service provider have been calculated. For each sub criterion, best average value (fi
*
) and the worst 
average value (fi
-
) have been determined. Sj and Rj values for each service provider have been calculated 
using equations (1) and (2) respectively.  
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Table 7: Sj and Rj values of service providers at each sub criterion 
CR SC COM N M GWC GWSC RWSC Fi
* 
Fi
- 
RSj 
N
etw
o
rk
 Q
u
ality
 
NQ1 Korek 167 2.665 0.122 0.333 0.041 2.851 2.665 0.041 
Asia Cell 276 2.851 0.122 0.333 0.041 2.851 2.665 0.000 
Zen Telecom 71 2.717 0.122 0.333 0.041 2.851 2.665 0.029 
NQ2 Korek 167 3.000 0.122 0.667 0.081 3.183 3.000 0.081 
Asia Cell 276 3.109 0.122 0.667 0.081 3.183 3.000 0.033 
Zen Telecom 71 3.183 0.122 0.667 0.081 3.183 3.000 0.000 
P
ricin
g
 S
tru
ctu
re 
PS1 Korek 167 2.707 0.264 0.427 0.113 2.880 2.707 0.113 
Asia Cell 276 2.880 0.264 0.427 0.113 2.880 2.707 0.000 
Zen Telecom 71 2.833 0.264 0.427 0.113 2.880 2.707 0.030 
PS2 Korek 167 2.695 0.264 0.063 0.017 2.983 2.695 0.017 
Asia Cell 276 2.960 0.264 0.063 0.017 2.983 2.695 0.001 
Zen Telecom 71 2.983 0.264 0.063 0.017 2.983 2.695 0.000 
PS3 Korek 167 2.868 0.264 0.094 0.025 3.033 2.868 0.025 
Asia Cell 276 2.920 0.264 0.094 0.025 3.033 2.868 0.017 
Zen Telecom 71 3.033 0.264 0.094 0.025 3.033 2.868 0.000 
PS4 Korek 167 2.802 0.264 0.254 0.067 2.933 2.802 0.067 
Asia Cell 276 2.891 0.264 0.254 0.067 2.933 2.802 0.021 
Zen Telecom 71 2.933 0.264 0.254 0.067 2.933 2.802 0.000 
PS5 Korek 167 2.790 0.264 0.162 0.043 3.051 2.790 0.043 
Asia Cell 276 3.051 0.264 0.162 0.043 3.051 2.790 0.000 
Zen Telecom 71 2.833 0.264 0.162 0.043 3.051 2.790 0.036 
C
o
n
flict H
an
d
lin
g
 
CH1 Korek 167 2.760 0.558 0.648 0.362 3.067 2.760 0.361 
Asia Cell 276 2.957 0.558 0.648 0.362 3.067 2.760 0.130 
Zen Telecom 71 3.067 0.558 0.648 0.362 3.067 2.760 0.000 
CH2 Korek 167 2.820 0.558 0.122 0.068 3.150 2.820 0.068 
Asia Cell 276 2.851 0.558 0.122 0.068 3.150 2.820 0.062 
Zen Telecom 71 3.150 0.558 0.122 0.068 3.150 2.820 0.000 
CH3 Korek 167 2.695 0.558 0.230 0.128 3.050 2.695 0.128 
Asia Cell 276 2.888 0.558 0.230 0.128 3.050 2.695 0.059 
Zen Telecom 71 3.050 0.558 0.230 0.128 3.050 2.695 0.000 
P
ro
m
o
tio
n
s 
PR1 Korek 167 2.928 0.057 0.540 0.031 3.017 2.928 0.031 
Asia Cell 276 2.949 0.057 0.540 0.031 3.017 2.928 0.023 
Zen Telecom 71 3.017 0.057 0.540 0.031 3.017 2.928 0.000 
PR2 Korek 167 2.844 0.057 0.163 0.009 2.964 2.844 0.009 
Asia Cell 276 2.964 0.057 0.163 0.009 2.964 2.844 0.000 
Zen Telecom 71 2.867 0.057 0.163 0.009 2.964 2.844 0.008 
PR3 Korek 167 2.856 0.057 0.297 0.017 3.200 2.856 0.017 
Asia Cell 276 3.043 0.057 0.297 0.017 3.200 2.856 0.008 
Zen Telecom 71 3.200 0.057 0.297 0.017 3.200 2.856 0.000 
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Note: CR: criterion, SC: Sub Criterion, COM: Competitors, N: Number of participants, GWC: Global 
weight of criterion, GWSC: Global weight of Sub criterion, RWSC: Relative weight of sub criterion, Fi
*
: 
Best value among competitors, Fi
-
: Worst value among competitors RSj= Relative weights for utility 
regret 
As result of these calculations, relative utility regret (RSj) has been obtained. The relative utility regret 
shows how much the users would be regretful for the concerning criterion if they select that GSM 
service provider. For example, coverage area (NQ1) is a criterion which is relatively important for 
customers. Considering GSM Firm, A, B, and C, it was observed that the relative utility regret values 
were 0.041, 0.00, and 0.029, respectively. It shows that the user, who selects Asia Cell, would have the 
least utility regret among others. The results show that Asia Cell has utility regret 0.00 which is 
relatively less than Korek (0.041) and Asia Cell (0.029). The other relative utility regret criterions have 
been calculated with the same methodology. All the further details are in Table 7.  
Secondly, Global Sj and Global Rj values have been calculated by adding up all Sj values for each 
competitor at each sub criterion and Rj values for each competitor at each sub criterion. For example, in 
order to calculate Sj value for Korek, we have added up all Sj values of the firm from Table 7. Further, 
for the Rj values, we have selected maximum values among all Sj values of the brand from the same 
table. Other Sj and Rj values for each service provider have been calculated respectively with the same 
methodology. Finally, Qj values for each alternative have been calculated by using equation (3). For this 
calculation, we have used “V” vector value as 0.5 like other authors (Opricovic & Tzeng, 2004; 
Sennaroglu & Celebi, 2018). The results of the calculation can be observed on the Table 8. 
Table 8: Final values of alternatives for benchmarking 
Alternatives Sj Rj Sj* Sj- Rj* Rj- Qj 
Korek 1.000 0.361 
0.103 1.000 0.036 0.361 
1.000 
Asia Cell 0.354 0.130 0.640 
Zen Telecom 0.103 0.036 0.000 
 
The results of global utility regret (Sj) and (Rj) values show consistency with the maximum utility (Qj) 
that Zen Telecom is the best service quality providing firm rather than Asia Cell and Korek based on the 
evaluations of service users. However, C1 (QZen Telecom- QAsia Cell ≥ 1/3-1) and C2 (that Zen Telecom is 
best ranked by Rj and Sj) criteria have been satisfied. 
4. Practical Implications (Strategic Planning)  
There are several implications of the current study. First, by using the current framework, GSM 
operators may see their level of service quality relatively with the other competitors. Such benchmarking 
exercises are somehow lacking in Kurdistan Region of Iraq and this paper plays an important role from 
this point of view.  
Secondly, the study shows determinants of service quality in telecommunication service sector. From 
this point, the study helps practitioners to understand the service dimensions of service quality in the 
sector while they compare to each other. It must be known that if a firm gives incorrect weights to 
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incorrect criterions, the analysis results may mislead firm in the future for the strategic planning phase 
and even loss of service users.  
Third, firms may compare quality of their sub services in detail with each other and make a small SWOT 
analysis from those aspects. As the paper determined very precise criterions of the service quality in 
GSM service sector, top management of the firms in the sector may use the same methodology to see 
their strong and weak points in comparison with the other operators. 
Finally, they may state their strategic plan in order to achieve competitive advantage over other 
competitors. For example, if top management knows some realities about the firm, they may better 
understand how to allocate and invest financial resources, human resources, and points to improve 
further. 
Considering network quality, conflict handling, promotions, and pricing structure, Korek demonstrates 
poor performing than the competitors. For example, coverage area of the firm has the maximum of the 
utility regret (0.041). This shows that the coverage area of the GSM operator is poor, and the users are 
less satisfied with it than the users of other GSM operators. Consequently, call quality also has more 
utility regret coefficient than other operators. From these points of view, the operator had better take 
some strategic actions to improve their network quality. To do this, they may quantify the number of 
satellites they have established so far and put a strategic aim within a period of time to increase the 
number of the satellites. Beside this, Zen Telecom demonstrates best performing in coverage area and 
call quality because they have the least utility regret coefficients 0.00 for both. Thus, strategy for them 
might be keeping this position in the market continuously and even increasing the quality to the further. 
Considering the evaluation results based on the coverage area and call quality, although Zen Telecom 
had the best position rather than other two operators, they still are not well above average (three) value 
of satisfaction by users. Hence, they need to improve their quality to become absolute the best operator 
in the coverage area and the network quality points of view.  
Another point for evaluation is conflict handling. As it has been observed that conflict handling is the 
most important dimension in telecommunication service sector in Kurdistan Region of Iraq, firms should 
pay utmost attention for the customer satisfaction, corporate image, and further for the loyalty. When the 
GSM operators have been evaluated from the conflict handling point, it was observed that Zen Telecom 
was better performing than Asia Cell and Korek. On the other hand, Korek was worse than Asia Cell and 
Zen Telecom. From this point of view, firms may increase the technical human resources who are expert 
in the field for maintenance and repair. Moreover, for the call centers they may increase the number of 
human resources who are expert in communication skills and problem solving. Firms may even 
randomly call their customers periodically to get feedback about their satisfaction from the service they 
receive. 
Like evaluation made in the previous paragraphs, firms may evaluate their position and determine some 
strategic goals to improve their weak points. As customers are the main and the most important 
evaluators of any service, their consideration and evaluation results have been used for this study.  From 
this point of view, GSM operators may benchmark their services from more various aspects such as 
trust, corporate image, switching cost, satisfaction, and loyalty.  
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5. Conclusions, Limitations, and the Directions for the Future Researches 
This research studied to benchmark GSM service operators from various aspects of service quality such 
as network quality, pricing structure, promotions, and conflict handling. To do this, data have been 
obtained from GSM service users via survey questionnaire. Survey questionnaire has included all 
criterions to be compared with each service operator. Customers have evaluated each firm from various 
aspects of service quality which have been determined as important by experts of the telecommunication 
service sector.  
 
Initially, analytic hierarchy process has been used to determine the relative and global weights of each 
criterion and sub criterion. Secondly, VIKOR method has been proposed to benchmark each service 
provider based on the sub criterions which have been determined by the experts.  
 
Results have shown that Zen Telecom is better performing than other telecommunication service 
providers overall. Beside this, Korek has been worse than the competitors. When the results are 
evaluated in detail, it can be seen that there are some service quality criterions that Asia Cell performs 
better than C and vice versa. According to these results, firms can perform self-evaluation and propose a 
strategic planning for their further improvement. The study is important for the region in order to 
increase the spirit of competition and benchmarking. If the firms evaluate each other and develop 
strategies for the competitive advantage, more scientific and competitive atmosphere may provide 
customers better services in lower prices. From this point, the study closes a gap.  
 
As every research, the study has limitations with the suggestions for the further studies. First, 
benchmarking has been proposed based on the service quality evaluation of the customers. On the other 
hand, performance of human resources, suppliers, and the system processes also play important role for 
overall performance of the firm. Thus, further researches can be proposed in the concerning points in the 
field. Another limitation of the study is methodology. In this study, we have proposed only AHP and 
VIKOR models. For the researches in the future, various competitive methods such as ELECTRE, 
TOPSIS, DEMATEL, PROMETHEE…etc. with the fuzzy technique. Those kinds of comparative 
studies might increase reliability of the calculations. Finally, AHP method requires experts’ “subjective” 
evaluations of importance for each dimension for problem solving. On the other hand, service quality is 
such a parameter that customers’ ideas are very critical. From this point of view, future studies may 
integrate structural equations modeling with VIKOR for determining weights in service quality and 
benchmarking. 
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